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ABSTRACT: The performance of decision feedback equalizers (DFEs) working on a communication channel with correct taps is
studied. In the case of noiseless channels we show that the space of channel parameters can accordingly be partitioned into a
finite number of sets.
The error recovery performance of a DFE is the same for all DFEs within one such set, and is
determinable.
We also discuss some tight bounds far recovery time, which are particularly important when the number of
equalizer taps is not small. We argue that near minimum phase character for the channel does not necessarily guarantee short
recovery time. For noisy channels we indicate that certain error probability upper bounds derived in the literature are tight.
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INTRODUCTION

Our aim is to present some error recovery properties of
decision feedback equalizers (DFEs) in terms of the
parameters describing the communication channel.
We
analyze two cases: (i) noiseless channels and (il) channels
with additive noise. We show that in the case of noiseless
channels the nan-linearity of the decision function In the
D F E receiver has the effect of partitioning the space of
channel parameters into a finite number of sets. Further, we
show that by examining this partition one is led naturally to
classify some of the important non-adaptive properties of
noiseless DFEs namely: (i) the error recovery time statistics,
(ii) the input data sequences which result in arbitrarily long
recovery times, and (iii) the identification of channels which
are inappropriate for the use of DFEs.
Also with the
inclusion of noise into the analysis we are able to give some
tight upper bounds on the error probability statistics.
Error recovery and error propagation effects of DFEr
have been the subject of sever21 papers and our work forms
a natural extension of previous ideas. Duttweiler, Mazo and
Messerschmitt [I] determine an upper bound on the steady
state error probability of the DFE in terms of the probability
of error in the absence of past decision errors.
However,
questions regarding tightness of these bounds were left open.
More recently, O'Reilly and de Oliveira Duarte [2,3]
extended the techniques and results in [I] by developing a
procedure which gives upper and lower bounds on the steady
state error statistics and recovery time statistics for a given
channel. A different approach to the stochastic analysis of
DFEs w a s given by Cantoni and Butler [4,5] who gave a
bound on the expected error recovery time. They include a
discussion on the input sequences which result in poor DFE
recovery performance. These references (as will ws) all use
ideas based on finite state Markov processses (see also [6]).
Our contribution (based on [7]) is to analyze the DFE
in terms of the noiseless (high signal to noise ratio)
communication channel, and to show precisely haw the
channel parameters affect the stochastic dynamics of DFEs.
We provide exact calculations for the classes of channel of
greatest theoretical and practical interest. We emphasize that
the stochastic analysis of DFEs can be conceptually reduced
to the understanding of the one-to-one
correspondence
between disjoint polytopes in the space of channel parameters
and a set of finite state Markov processes (or more generally
a set of state transition diagrams),
Our results extend,
generalize and clarify the important contributions in [4]. The
non-trivial but close connection of our results (and those in
[4,5]) to the results in [l-31, and the inclusion of channel
noise into the analysis, will be given in outline and we refer
the reader to [7-81 for the details.
We work exclusively
using 2-level input sequences.
The ideas could easily be
generalized to handle M-level inputs (see e.g., (2-51).
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FIGURE 1: Chamel and DFE Model.
We preview the contents of the remainder of this paper
by section.
Section 2 contains our definitions and a
development of finite state Markov processes used to analyze
the stochastic dynamics of DFEs. The N = 2 tap DFE is
treated section 3.
By extending the results and concepts
found in section 3, we are able to treat in section 4 the
general N
2 tap DFE. The noisy channel case is treated
in section 5. The conclusions are given in section 6.
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PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
2.1. Svsrem Definitiom

,

The system under consideration is given in Fig.1.
It
shows the communication channel modelled as a finite
impulse response filter driven by a white. zero mean, binary
data stream {ok). This channel will be represented by a
cursor h o > 0 paired with a tail H N = [ h , h , ... h T
e RN (notation: vT denotes the transpose of v).
discussion of a wide class of physical channels (defined by
those which are minimum phase) which generally consist of a
dominant cursor followed, but not preceded, by a series of
echoes (the tall), is given by Clarke [9]. He advocates the
use of DFEs for the equalization of these channels.
The effect of the channel tail is to introduce intersymbol
interference (ISI) which corrupts the information carried with
the cursor h , .
Additive channel noise nk may also
contaminate the received signal.
The receiver structure
attempts to remove the introduced IS1 by modelling the
channel tail with a tapped delay line which is represented by
the vector of weights D N = [ d , d , ... dNIT G RN. Using
estimates of the data irk, rather than the actual data nk, the
channel IS1 is reconstructed and cancelled at the receiver
input.
The data estimates irk are generated by a signum
function sgn(.) which produces -1 for negative arguments

k

and + I otherwise.
The fundamental decision equation
representing the output of the DFE is then given by,

N

N

z k = ~ g n ( h , a k+

1hiak.1 - 1 d i 2 k - i
i=l

1-1

+ nk). (2.1)

This equation represents a n idealization since it assumes that
the length of the DFE tapped delay line equals the length of
the channel tail (both N).
In section 5 we treat the case where channel noise nk
in (2.1) is significant.
Until then we will take nk = 0.
We assume the feedback tap weights have the correct values.
i.e.. DN = HN, and that the channel is effectively noiseless.
Therefore (2.1) becomes,

N

ik =

sgn(h,ak +

2 hi(ak.1

- 2k-1)).

(2.2)

i-1
Error recovery becomes an object of concern when
previous decisions are incorrect since this increases the
likelihood of further errors because the IS1 is incorrectly
cancelled and the eye closes.
This effect, termed error
propagation, [I] may result in unacceptably high error rates.
Further, many DFE applications are adaptive and involve
the adjustment of DN on-line in response to errors. It is
important that the error recovery properties and timescales of
the correctly tuned DFE be understood before a sensible
analysis of an adaptive DFE can proceed.
2.2. Finite State Markov Processes

Our analysis of the recovery statistics of DFEs uses the
theory of finite state Markov processes (FSMPs) as have
(1 -81.
In modelling the DFE, we can assign a Markov state
to the 2N-vector of past data (channel states) and past
decisions (DFE tapped delay line states) as follows.

. . . ak.N

Xk 2 [ a k - ,

Zk., . . .

ik_N]T r

RZN. ( 2 . 3 )

Each component can take on two values; therefore, we have
qN different Markov statate vectors (2.3) which we refer to as
atomic stores.
The complete set of atomic states will be
denoted by n.
The Markovian property arises since the
input binary data stream, which takes the values -I and +I
with equal probability, Is whire, i e . , {ak} is a sequence of
.1.t.d..
.
random variables.
We will show that by aggregating atomic states one
obtains the FSMPs appearing in 11-61,
The advantage of
the 4N atomic state Markov process is twofold: (i) in the
analysis of pathological input sequences (section 3.2). and (ii)
without modification it may be used to analyze the case when
DN f HN (e.g., with adaptive DFEs).
The advantage of
aggregated FSMPs is reduced complexity.
We introduce an ordering of the atomic states which will
be useful in section 3. Any logical scheme can be used for
this purpose and we choose the following rule,

Each component of this vector can take a value in
{-2,0,+2}. hence 'there are a total of 3 N E-sutes.
Thin
"error model" was used in [I-5) to model the stochastic
dynamics of the DFE. For our purposes we introduce a yet
more efficient structure which may be derived from the error
model. We now show that we can roughiy halve the number
of states in the error model by exploiting the symmetry in
the input symbol probability density.
The new aggregation pairs off the two E-states Ek and
-Ek defining a P-state (short for paired rtate).
If
Ek = 0, then this forms a P-state by itself.
This new
FSMP has (3N+1)12 P-states. which means for N = 2 we
can model the DFE dynamics exactly with 5 states rather
than 9 or 16. Proof that the resulting process is Markovian
follows from 2 properties:
Property 1: By assumption the input takes values + I
and -1 with equal probability.
Property 2: State Ek transits to state E k + , If and
only if state -Ek transits to state - E k + , when the data nk
is of opposite sign.
The proof of property 2 is straightforward (see [7]).
A salient feature of both the error system and the
P-state system is that the aggregation has created a single
obrorbing state corresponding to the closed set of z N atomic
states.
These atomic
states satisfy Zk-i = 0k-i.
i = 1.2. ...N, and they form a closed set since the only
transitions from one such atomic state are to another atomic
state in the set. We refer to the absorbing state as A (for
absorbing) and it has the simple interpretation that if the
system is in state A then we have the last N decisions
correct, and hence all future decisions will be correct.
Naturally, once in A the system sta)r, in A (in the absence
of noise disturbances) and we say the DFE has recovered.
We will denote the set of atomic states excluding A, 1.e.. the
complement of A, by R \ A.
We model an initial error condition, e.g.. a single noise
induced error, in the DFE as an iniriol error distribution T ,
across the atomic states. Without loss of generality, we take
the time of this disturbance as k = 0. For time k > 0 we
assume the only subsequent decision errors are internally
generated by the DFE through error propagation.
In a natural way, a distribution across the atomic stater
induces a distribution across the aggregated states F,, through
a matrix B,
ro
B no.
(2.6)

-

where b - - - 1 if < j > belongs to aggregated state i, and 0
otherwislJ -when wrking with an aggregated state model we
will denote that part of the induced distribution excluding set
A by F*,, i.e., the partial distribution across R \ A.
Therefore, we partition F, as follows,

.

1(.1(,

e.g., with N = 2, Xk = [-I
+ I + I + l l T gets coded as
to denote the ith atomic
i = 7. We use the symbol < I >
state in this ordering.
It is both convenient and computationally advantageous
to aggregate the atomic states Xk into Markov states forming
a new process. Such an aggregation forms a FSMP (capable
of exactly modelling the transient properties of the atomic
FSMP) If and only if the following property holds (in all
pairs of aggregated states U and V):- If the probability is p
for one particular atomic state in an aggregated state U to
transit to the set of atomic states in aggregated state V, then
all atomic states in U transit to V with the same probability
p.
In the DFE problem that we consider, such a n
aggregation is possible since the DFE tapped delay line
weights correspond precisely to the channel tail. Using this
observation, one can derive a FSMP where the states are
Ek

[ek-,

ek-2

...

ek.N]T

RN,

(2.5)
where ek-i e ak-i - i2k-i.
I = 2
.N These vectors
will be referred to as E-states (short for error states).
=

C

.

-JF:JI,

Letting
denote the 1 ,-norm, we have o = 1
r R to ensure F, is a probability vector, noting also that we
have implicitly ordered the aggregated states with A last.
T h e main restriction with aggregating atomic nates is
that we lose information by having our observations based on
coarser objects, e.g., P-states rather than atomic states.
However, in studying DFE recovery we are mainly concerned
with observations concerning A and its complement R \ A.

3

TWO TAP CASE N

=

2

3.1. 29 Classes of Channel
T h e decision equation, governing the performance of the
N = 2 DFE is given from (2.2) by

The space of channel parameters (or equivalently the
vnll be called
H-space,
space of
tap parameters)
corresponding to ~ 2 containing
,
the particular channel tall
denoted by H, = [ h , h , jT.
(The cursor k, wll be
carried along implicitly.)

aa
-

c r i t i c a l state
non-critjcal state

FIGURE 3: Pathological Sequence State Transition Dygam
for Polytope V.

FIGURE 2: The Channel Parameter Space for N=2.
The
29 Polytopes are bounded by the solid lines, the Minimum
Phase Region by a dashed triangle.
Numbers within
polytopes give Mean (top) and Variance (bottom) of the
Recovery Time.
Uniform DisVihution values on the left,
Single Noise Induced Error Distribution on the right.
The set of lines in H-space

given by

where ( t , . ~ , ) i {{-2.0,+2) x {-2,0.+2)) \ (0.0), define the
thresholds of the sgn(-) function in ( 3 . ) and as such
represent the boundaries between regions in H-space where
the performance of the DFE is fixed.
So the DFE
performance does not depend continuously a n H , but varies
in a qrranfired fashion.
These regions are the intersections
of half-planes with boundaries given in (3.2) and therefore
represent polytopes in @.
The 8 boundaries of (3.2) partition H-space into the 29
polytopes of Fig.2.
Hence there are only 29 classes of
channel to be considered, up to an arbitrary scaling factor
(note how the cursor ho is incorporated in Fig.2).
Remarkably, two DFEs working on two different channels
within the same pdytope, with fhe same dafa sequence {ak)
and inifiol condifiom, hove indistinguishable oufput sequences
{Zk). (However. with the inclusion of noise into the analysis,
the position of the channel vector relative to the polytope
boundary affects the DFE behaviour.)

3.2. Pafhdoeical Se~uences

As noted in [4], there may exist "pathological" input
data sequences {ak), depending on the polytope, for which by
definition the DFE never recovers, i.e., the absorbing group
of atomic stater A is never reached. In this situation &me
decision errors must be made after any fixed but arbitrary
time.
However, from a stochastic viewpoint, it was
demonstrated in [4] that these sequences have zero probability
in the sense that the probability of the input sequence
remaining pathological decreases to zero with time.
Our aim is to classify the pathoiogical sequences in
For brevity, our
terms of the 29 polytopes for N = 2.
demonstration will be for one polytope, labelled V and shown
shaded in Fig.2, which is given by ,
V

=

(Hz: (ho > 2h,)
( h , < 2h,+2h,l

n
n

(h, > -2h,l

n

(h, < 2h,-2h,ll.

The remaining 28 polytopes (and those for N
treated in a similar fashion.

>

(3.3)
2) may be

We adopt the atomic FSMP consisting of 16 syte,
{<O> ,..,<IS>) for our classification for polytope v, In
Fig.3 we have shown polytope V's (restricted) state transition
diagram
with
the
set
A n {<O> ,<5> ,<lo> ,<IS>),
corresponding to recovery i . . error free transm&ion),
removed.
Such a diagram encapsulates the complete
ensemble of pathological input data sequences (by definition),
We note that there is an infinite number of periodie and
aperiodic pathological input data sequences associated ~ t h
polytope V, e.g.,
we
have the
periodic sequence
{ + I + - - 1 + l + l )
corresponding
to
the state
transitions < 1 > + < 8 > ~ < 1 4 > + < 7 > + C 1 > + < 8 > ... etc.
In Pig.3 we also delineate the critical and non-critical
states of the polytope V.
When the system is in a
"on-critical
state the input data is essentially "don't care"
and the system cannot recover in one step. This defines a
purely stochastic component of a pathological sequence which
is the source of potential aperiodicity.
In a critical state,
however, we have only a probability of i of remaining
pathological.
For the remaining 28 polytopes we may have
(ii) only periodic
either:
(i) no pathological sequences;
pathological sequences; or (iii) as in polytope V, both
periodic and aperiodic pathological sequences.
In the next
section we will determine to which of the 3 groups indicated
above that each of the 29 polytopes belong.

3.3. Finite Recoverv Time Pdvtoues
In this subsection we give necessary and sufficient
conditions for a polytope to have no pathological sequences
In [4] it was
or equivalently a bounded recovery time.
shown that a necessary condition on the channel parameters
for there to be no pathological sequences (a form of
"stability", see [4]) is that they lie in the triangle ACE
(Fig.2). In [7], the following were demonstrated:

Proposifion I: A necessary and sufficient condition on
the channel parameters H 2 for the DFE to have a bounded
recovery time is H , r triangle ACE (Fig.2).
Proposition 2: (i) Triangle ACE defines the union of 5
polytopes which have an empty set of pathological sequences.
< jh,) \ {triangle ACE))
(ii) The 6 polytopes c { H z h
have only pathological sequences which are periodic.
(iii) The 18 polytopes r {H,: { I h , l > jh,)), e.g.. polytope
V, have both periodic and aperiodic pathological sequences.

In Fig2 we have superimposed a region labelled M
defining the class of (second order) minimum phase channels
(zeros inside the unit circle). It is interesting to note that
triangle ACE is contained wholly within M. We will return
to the relationship between our channel classification and
minimum phase channels in section 4.3.
3.4. Meon Error Recoverv Time
Pathological sequences represent the worst case situation
since arbitrarily long recovery times are possible. However,

as pointed out in [4], pathological sequences have a special
structure which makes their occurrence amongst the ensemble
(ok) events of zero probability. It therefore makes sense to
focus on statistical recovery properties of DFEs.
The specific aims of this section are to demonstrate how
the 29 polytopes (i.e., the 29 classes of channel) affect the
mean and variance of the recovery time and to give general
formulae for the recovery statistics =lid for arbitrary N.
Each of the 29 polytopes defines a different probability
transition matrix P which describer the stochastic dynamics of
the DFE for that class of channei. The FSMP we choose
for our following N = 2 example, is the P-state system
consisting of oniy 5 aggregated states.
The probability transition matrix P (aggregated states)
and the associated induced initial error distribution ii, can
always be represented in the following generic form,

..

.

.

where we order the aggregated states with A last, and Q is a
submatrix, describing transitions between aggregated states
belonging to il \ A, which has eigenvalues satisfying
I ki(Q) 1 C 1. (That the unity eigenvalue of P is simple for
our problem is a non-trivial property, see [7]).
Determining the recovery time is precisely a study of
transitions made to the absorbing state A. From the generic
form (3.4). define T e (I - Q ) - ~ (non-singular).
Then
the mean and variance of the absorption (recovery) time p
can readily be evaluated to yield a standard result in FSMPs.
Let E[.] denote the expectation operator, then from [ l o ,
pp.89-991, the mean d r , ) n E[p] and the variance u 2 ( ~ , )
(in our notation), can be written
5 ~ [ p ~ l

on
led

is determined from r, by using (2.6) and (2.7).
where FO
and where 1 denotes the vector of 1's.
We no-w proceed to use (3.5a) and (3.5b) in calculating
the first two moments of the recovery time statistics far each
of the 29 polytopes, where we assume an initial error
distribution Corresponding to (i) a single noise induced error
r;, and (ii) a uniform error distribution across the 16 atomic
states, rz 2 1/16.1.
These arc the two cases of greatest
practical interest. - T h e first models corruptive channel noise
as a rare event (a high signal to noise ratio approximation).
The second models a startup of the DFE where the N tap
states 2k-i, i = 1.2, ...N take arbitrary initial values
(independent of {akj), e.g., during a reset.
We give an outline of the calculation for polytope V
defined in (3.3) and shown in Fig.2 (the remaining 28
polytopes can be handled similarly). The atomic states farm
the following 5 P-states: P , e {C 3> ,C 12>}, P, n {< 2> ,
<7>,<8>,<13>),
P, e {<6>,<9>).
P, e { < l > , < 4 > .
<11>,<14>}
and
Pg+A~(<02,<5>,c10>,<15>}.
The probability transition m a t h (given the above ordering of
P-slates) for polytope V along with the noise induced error
distribution
and the uniform error distribution !i are
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Substituting for Q and
using (3.5a,b) we get pk = 4
and uk2 = 8 for the first distribution, and pk = 3 and
ak2 = 10 for the second. The remaining 28 polytopes can
be handled similarly and Fig.2 summarises the results for
h t h distributions. (Due to a symmetry in the recovery time
statistics for both distributions with respect to a sign change
in h , , rue have saved space by giving the statistics for rt on
&e right side of the Fig.2 and those for r: on the left.)
We make the same remarks based on Fig.2:

(ii) For the uniform distribution (left hand entries), the
maximum mean recovery time of pk = 4 is associated .uith
8 symmetrically placed polytopes.
We generalize this
observation in section 4.2. (Note, some of the channels in
these poiytopes are minimum phase.)
In section 4 we will have more to say on the polytopes
where the slowest and quickest recovery times have been
observed, for the general N i 2 case.
4

GENERAL N A 2 NUMBER OF TAPS
4.1. Finice Class o f Channels

Here we generalise the results of section 3.1.
decision equation (2.2) can be witten

The

The 3N-l hyperplanes which partition H-space into a
finite number of polytopes are given by the thresholds of the
sgn(,) function in (4.1), as follows,

where TN = [ I , t , ... IN]^ 6 R~ such that ( t , , t ,,.., IN) c
({-2,0.+2} X {-2,0,+2) X ... x (-2,0,+2}} \ (0,O,..,0).
The word polytope is reserved in this paper for the smallest
regions in
generated by the boundaries given in (4.2).
It is a difficult problem to determine the exact number
of polytopes which result in this partition of RN.
The
number of polytopes is bounded below by zN.N! (see
Proposition 3).
The size of Z N for N 2 3 prohibits a
complete classification of channels. Hence it is important to
identify those polytopes which represent the extremes in DFE
behaviaur and whether these extremes are physically relevant.
In the next subsection we examine precisely those
restricted classes of channel which represent the best and
worst in terms of the DFE mean recovery time performance.
4.2. Mean Recoverv Time Bwnds

Cantoni and Butler [4] address the problem of bounding
the mean recovery time and, by using the theory of success
runs, they demonstrated that an upper bound was (in their
notation) d j . N ) = 2 ( ~ ~ - 1 ) . We show that this is the
light bound when we have the w o w case class of channel
(to be defined) and a single noise induced error. The aims
of this section are to give both the tight upper and lower
bounds far the mean recovery time and to determine some of
the corresponding polytopes, i.e., classes of channel which
realise these bounds.
As in the previous section we Mil
consider the two (same) initial error distributions of greatest
practical interest.
We begin with some definitions before deriving our main
result (Proposition 3).
Let P g denote the probability of a
correct decision common to all atomic states belonging to
some set B, e.g., if we set B = A (the absorbing group of
states) we have PA = 1 (valid for all poiytopes). We are
interested in two cases:
(i) The polytopes where Pn \ A = 1 , i.e., before
recovery the DFE always makes the correct decision.
(ii) The polytopes where Pn \ A = f , i.e., before
recovery the decision will be correct or incorrect with equal
probability.
Proposition 3: (a) There exists oniy one oiytope where
Po \ A = 1. (h)
There exists at least 2 .N! poiytopes
where Pn \ A = 5.
Proof: (a)
Only polytope {HN: h , > 211HN11,}
satisfies PQ \ A = 1.
(b) If ok = sgn H ~ T E then
~
iik = %, see (4.1).
Therefore. Pn \ A = j if and only
if we make an incorrect decision with ak = -rgn H ~ T E ~
for ail Ek t 0. Construct the foilowing polytope,

R

act:

Remnrks: (I) The inner I , -hall BCDF (radius fh,) has
Ihe best recovery statistics of the 29 polytopes for the two

distributions (a channel mthout IS1 belongs to this polytope.)

Then I H ~ ~ >E h~, )for any channel in this polytope, for

E

We adopt the terminology "best case class of channel"
and "worst case class of channel", respectively, for the two
cases considered in Proposition 3. Clearly the terminology is
justified in the former case since decision errors (in the
absence of noise) are never made.
In the latter case, we
claim the recovery time is maximized when Pn \ A = j.
This fact can be deduced from an important and intuitively
reasonable result in (51 whose proof needs a lengthy formal
argument. In our notation this result takes the form,

5

In words, the slowest (conceivable) recovering DFE system is
precisely one where the probability of a correct decision for
all atomic states before recovery is j.
This is true for all
arbitrary initial (error) distributions r, and whether or not
noise nk is present.
We now evaluate the mean recovery times for the two
classes of channel considered in Proposition 1 and thereby
obtain lower and upper bounds on the mean recovery times
for all channels. Clearly for Pn \ A = 1 channels, recovery
is deterministic and therefore the recovery time is bounded
above by N.
channels (the upper
The calculation for the P o \ A =
bounds) will be done for the two important practical cases,
T! and n;.
We use the theory in [4] to determine the
upper bound when we start from the single noise induced
error distribution nt
From such a distribution we need to
make N consecutive correct decisions each of probability j to
recover. However this mean recovery time was computed in
[4] by using the theory of success runs and is given by

+

(This bound is also derived in 131.) However, our calculation
is for an explicit channel, e.g., any channel satisfying (4.4).
and not for a hypothetical one 14). The bound is thus tight.
The second initial error distribution of interest is the
uniform atomic distribution nt.
In this case the mean
recovery time can be shown to be dr:) = 2(zN-1)-N.
by
an elementary but tedious caleuiation.
A more extensive
treatment of calculations involving mean recovery timer, their
variances and error propagation effects may be found in
[2,3].
Our contribution to this style of analysis is to
demonstrate that channels exist which result in behaviour best
However, the question as to the
described as pathological,
physical significance of these channels needs to be addressed.
This is the subject of the next subsection.

$
!I
d
I:

!

with only one zero outside the unit circle,
~
However, we have been unable to determine whether there
are any minimum phase channels satisfying Pn \ A = b ,
I" the next section we show that Mrious upper bounds
on the error probability which have appeared in the literature
are tight in a certain sense.

ail Ek t 0.
Therefore when ak = -sgn H
~ we
~
necessarily have Zk r ak.
This gives the desired result.
Further, there are precisely zN.N! polytopes of this form
obtained by 2N sign changes and N! permutations of the
(If N > 2 there are additional
channel vector HN.
polytopes such that Pn \ A = j.)
0

We make some remarks regarding whether Pn 1 A = i
polytopes contain minimum phase channels. Sensible models
for physical channels should be causal and (nearly) minimum
phase [ 9 ] . Note in (4.3) we have a region whose channel
impulse responses increase at least exponentially.
It is
extremely dubious whether such a channel would exist in
practice or that a DFE would be contemplated for its
equalization.
Channels of the form (4.3) appear to be
(nearly) maximum phase. However, (4.3) represents only one
of a class of zN.N! polytopes.
Another, more interesting,
polytope in this class is represented by

33
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When N = 2 this polytope intersecu the triangular minimum
phase region (see section 3.3 and Fig.2).
We conclude in
this case there exirt minimum phase channels with the worst
possible error recovery performonce.
For N > 2 we have
been able to demonstrate that polytope (4.5) contains

!

1
j

iI

T I G H T ERROR PROBABILITY BOUNDS
FOR NOISY CHANNELS
5.1. Preliminary

The DFE equation (2.1) may be witten compactly.

where we have introduced the shorthand S ~ ~ H ~ T E ~
representing the residual ISI, and Rk e Sk + nk representing
the residual IS1 plus noise.
The channel noise nk is assumed: (i) to be zero mean,
(ii) to have finite variance rn2< mm, (iii) to be independent
of the data ok and the residual IS1 Sk, and (iv) to be white.
We make two simple but fundamental observations
regarding (5.lh):
(BI) ~f ak = sgn Rk then Zk = ak.
(BZ) If ak = -sgn Rk then Zk f ak if and only if
IRkl
ho.
Mast of our subsequent results centre on these two results.

'

5.2. Global Bound
In (11 it was established that the probability of error is
We can see this by using
always bounded above by j.
Bayes' Rule. The probability of a decision error is given by

Using observations (Bl) and (BZ), and the assumptions: (if
the data takes binary values with equal probability, and (ii)
Rk is independent of ak, then (5.2) reduces to

and clearly this expression is bounded above by the global
bound j.
In essence, this translates to a statement that
having a DFE as a channel equalizer is generally better than
not having one at all but not always.
5 3. General Bound
The second bound derived in [I] takes the form

where PE is the probability of an error under stationarity. N
is the number of taps, and e is the probability of error in
the absence of past decision errors, viz,

Our approach to demonstrating the tightness of (5.4) is
simply to construct a channel and noise density which realizes
the value of the bound.
For simplicity and clarity we
assume the channel noise magnitude can be bounded above
by BU as follow.
I n k / L BU

:.,

I

<

m.

(5.6)

(This requirement can be relaxed and Chebyshev's Inequality
invoked to demonstrate the same bound in (5.4) works for
unbounded noise with finite variance unZ < m. The analyss
given in [8] is typical of modification in style required to
treat the more general case.)

Conrlder the following construction
An arbitrar)
selection of HN and TN (the latter defined in (4 2)) will
generally lead to

HNTrN
S 0

W TN

'0.

(5.7)

(If not we can perturb one hi such that (5.7) holds.) Then
it is possible to scale H N to HN' (if necessary), for a given
h , and BU, such that

1

min
(TN + 0 , ) H N * ~ T N > BU

+

(5.8)

h,.

Then the channel (h,,HN*)
has the property
that
(Rkl 5 ~ H N * ~ E +
N nkl > h , whenever Ek t 0, i.e..
Note this is identical
Pr(Qk # a k / E k + 0) = j for all k.
to the behaviour of a (noiseless) P n A = j polytope
Otherwise in the
channel when E k t 0 (see section 4.2).
case Ek = 0 the conditional error probability is simply given
This completes our construction and we now
by E (5.5).
give an example.
Let N = 2 and Ink\ < 1.2, i.e.,
BU = 1.2.
Then the channel {ho = 1 , H , = 11.15
2.261~) satisfies (5.8), noting that subject to Ek f 0, we have
lRklmin = 2 x 2.26 - 2 x 1.15
1.2 = 1.02.
We now show that the constructed channels have error
probabilities given by the right hand side of (5.4).
When
the system is in a state such that E k = 0 we can either: (i)
continue normal error-free operation, or (ii) make a noise
induced error (see (5.5)).
Then the mean waiting time
before a decision error is made is

Ek
ing
an,
ent
te .

-

0"s

t,

n e-1,

(5.9)

from elementary considerations.
With a decision error the
system transits to a state where the most recent decision is
in error. Then the mean time spent during recovery is by
construction the same as for the noiseless case (4.4). i.e.,
t , n 2(2N-l).

(5.10)

Given the Markovian nature of a DFE it is not hard to show
that under stationarity, the probability the system will be
found in a state where E k = 0 is given by t , / ( t , + t ,), and
the probability the system is recovering (the complementary
(see [a]).
Therefore, the slarionnry
event) is t,l(t,+t,)
probability of error PE for our construcred channels is simply
given by Bayes' rule,
PE

-

+

Pr(zk

a k ( Ek

-

0) .Pr(Ek

-

0)

i

P r ( z k t a k \ Ek t 0 ) . P r ( E k
,661
hat
?an

f

7

+

2

+

0)

c2N

(5.11)
tj+t2
t,it,
Ze(2N-1)
Expression (5.11) is precisely the bound (5 4) derived in [I].
Hence we have established that this bound is tight, being
achieved by certain noisy channels satisfying (5.6) and (5.8).
- E -

j-

=

Remarks:
(i) A straightforward modification to the
analysis also yields the same (supremum) bound given the
assumption of unbounded channel noise with finite variance.
(ii) Expression (5.11) s h o w the connection between the
worst case recovery time bound (4.4) derived in [4], and the
error probability upper bound (5.4) derived in [I].
5.4. Tiehf. H i ~ hSiennl to

Noise Ratio. UDoer Bound

AE before let HN s [h, h , ...hN]T r RN and h, denote
We
respectively the N-tap tail and cursor of a channel.
partition the tail H N accordia to H, n [ h , h , ...hn]T r FP
and Hd 9 [ h n + , hn+
hNlP r RN-n.
With an 1,-norm
Duttweiler et a1
overbound on Hd given by ]IHdll, < jh
9'
[I] were able to demonstrate that asymptotically as 0,2 + 0

,...

alitY
for
iysis
L to

subject to very mild constraints on the shape of the impulse
The
response tail and a gausian noise assumption.
With
demonstration in [I] is also valid if we let N + m.
finite N we need no constraint on the shape of the tail. In
(81 it is demonstrated that even if the noise is not gaussian
and imposing only that the noise variance is finite that the
upper bound (5.12) is asymptotically tight.
(This bound is

asymptotically tight in the sense that certain noisy channels
realize the value of the bound as the noise variance decreases
to zero.)
This solves an open question raised in the
conciusionr of [I] regarding tightness. The interested reader
should consult [S] for the details of rhe proof.
6

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the class of ali noiseless channels
of a given tap length N can be classified into a f i n i ~ e
number of subclasses identified with polytopes in RN. With
each polytope we associate a unique FSMP from which one
may determine error recovery statistics. In section 3 which
examined the N = 2 tap DFE, we showed how to classify
the complete set of pathological input sequences, i.e., those
input sequences which lead to arbitrarily long recovery times,
for a given polytope. We also gave n e c e a r y and sufficient
conditions for a polytope to have a bounded recovery time.
Section 4 gave some results for the N > 2 tap DFE.
In
particular, we identified polytopes which represent the best
and worst extremw in DFE recovery behaviour (Proposition
3) and thus gave tight bounds on the expected recovery
times. (The interested reader should note that an asymptotic
formula which gave the tight bound on the probability of a
DFE failing to recover in a given time has aiso been
developed, see 171 for details).
Our results demonstrate that DFEs are practical only a n
restricted classes of channel, else, e.g., with a N = 64 tap
DFE running at a sampling rate of lkHz the mean (error)
recovery time can be as high as 10lo years, see (4.4). The
imposition of just a minimum phase condition on the c k s of
channels does not appear strong enough to guarantee
satisfactory DFE operation (see section 4.3).
For DFEs operating on noisy channels we have outlined
the proofs that various upper bounds derived in [I] are tigh:
in a particular sense and this resolves open questions raised
in the conclusions of [l]. The full proofs are given in 181.
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